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Problem Setting
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Class label

Label provided by unknown but fixed bottom-up computational structure.
Top layer is the class label.

Multinomial events happen in the local region of

data distribution given a value of

z is a function of x at the region

Teacher (Locally connected)

Student Network

Forward and Backward Propagation in Student Network
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is the discriminative factor. is a noisy factor.

Geometrical Interpretation of Batch Norm 

subspace

Projected Gradient

Reformulation

Objective:
Match the output of the student network
with class labels.

Activation of node j when input is x

Gradient propagated to node j, when input is x 
Weights connecting node j to node k

Gating of node j when input is x

Notation of scalar quantities (all dependent on weights) 
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Exact expressionThe gradient depends
on the whole image xMarginalized gradient

Using locality

Theorem 2 [Reformulation]:

Goal

Student receives supervision from the highest level
Will student mimic the teacher at every level after GD?

Activation of node j

Event

Backpropagation

Matrix Form

Applications of the Framework

Overfitting

Disentangled representation

Number of nodes in the receptive field
Number of event 

≈

Linear versus Nonlinear

Define: What we want:

Long term [Super hard]: Show propagation can achieve this goal.
First step [This paper]: Build a formulation first based on this setting and discuss about its properties

A neural network
with local connectivity

Group nodes with the
same receptive field:

Forward Graph of Batch Norm Backward Gradient of Batch Norm [Theorem 5]

Backward Gradient from the original paper

It becomes sample dimension

Batch Norm in Reformulation

projection under 
new inner product

Using and we can rewrite BN:

Assumption

or

or

Size of receptive field

For discriminative factor

For noisy factor

If         decomposes,        is disentangled,           separates:
Forward Disentanglement [Theorem 8]

Weight update [Theorem 9]

Then       is also disentangled.

If         decomposes,        is disentangled,           separates 
and is also disentangled, then              also separates.

Backward disentanglement
Still in progress …

If         is all-vert, , then [Theorem 6]
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